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The Shapeshifter: Finding the Fox 2011-05-05
adventure conspiracy and shapeshifting x men meets alex rider dax jones is an ordinary schoolboy until something extraordinary
happens whilst frightened for his life he inexplicably changes into a fox he is offered a place at a secret government school
where he can develop and learn to control his powers but if dax accepts on no account can he tell anybody dax jumps at the
chance of getting away from his unhappy home but before long he begins to wonder who exactly is behind the school and what
they want from the pupils there suddenly dax s fox senses are on high alert

The Shapeshifter: Running the Risk 2011-05-05
ordinary kids extraordinary powers amazing adventures dax is starting to get used to his life as a shapeshifter at last he feels
safe and secure surrounded by people he trusts and with real friends who understand what he is going through but then
everything changes and dax finds himself in danger beyond his wildest dreams and just when he needs his best friend gideon to
be there for him gideon s life changes too dramatically and forever now dax feels more alone than ever because he can feel that
something is very wrong but no one will take him seriously no one else can see the danger that threatens to destroy them all
with appeal for both boys and girls this is a fast paced action adventure about contemporary children with super powers told
with award winning ali sparkes s humour and lightness of touch perfect for fans of alex rider robert muchamore s cherub series
and young bond

The Shapeshifter: Going to Ground 2011-05-05
ordinary kids extraordinary powers amazing adventures when dax receives an urgent call he knows he has to drop everything
and race to the aid of his friends but that s not as easy as it sounds strange things are happening unbelievable occurrences that
seem to be following dax and his friends wherever they go and that s not all that s after them government agents are stalking
their every move tracking them down the very people who are supposed to be protecting them seem to be the biggest threat
who can they trust where should they run each of the friends must call upon their special powers to try to outwit their pursuers
but will these abilities spell the end for them all with appeal for both boys and girls this is a fast paced action adventure about
contemporary children with super powers told with award winning ali sparkes s humour and lightness of touch perfect for fans of
alex rider robert muchamore s cherub series and young bond

The Shapeshifter: Dowsing the Dead 2011-05-05
ordinary kids extraordinary powers amazing adventures the fantastic shapeshifter series continues with dax and his friends
settling into their new secret hideaway in the lake district the whole place has been fortified so that the children of limitless
ability won t ever be under threat again after dodging death once too often for his liking dax is looking forward to a quieter time
building a tree house in the grounds and shifting to a fox or a falcon and exploring the countryside but all is not well in the spirit
world strange messages are coming through and dax gideon lisa and mia must once again join forces could the messages be
coming from luke and catherine gideon s dead brother and sister perhaps they re even still alive in which case they have to
rescue luke from catherine s evil clutches but is dax really a match for her with appeal for both boys and girls this is a fast paced
action adventure about contemporary children with super powers told with award winning ali sparkes s humour and lightness of
touch perfect for fans of alex rider robert muchamore s cherub series and young bond

The Shapeshifter: Stirring the Storm 2011-05-05
ordinary kids extraordinary powers amazing adventures there s a lot of strange stuff going on for dax jones to start with there s
the mysterious letter from his dad telling dax to go to a secret location and find something from his dead mother perhaps it s a
clue about how he became a shapeshifter then there s the weirdness at school the scientists are up to something but dax is
sworn to secrecy he can t even tell his best mate so when his classmates are suddenly taken away for their own safety dax s fox
senses tell him all is not as it seems if dax continues with his quest to find out more about his mother he could be leaving his
friends in danger is he really willing to risk their lives in his search for the truth about his existence with appeal for both boys and
girls this exciting finale to the original shapeshifter series is a fast paced action adventure about contemporary children with
super powers told with award winning ali sparkes s humour and lightness of touch perfect for fans of alex rider robert
muchamore s cherub series and young bond



The Shapeshifter: Feather and Fang 2016-05-05
dax jones will not be tamed the children of limitless ability can do all sorts of amazing things terrifying things too some can move
things with their minds some can make themselves vanish dax jones can change his form can hurtle through the sky at 200km
an hour or swim underwater for minutes on end but all is not well fenton lodge the school and home the cola kids had grown to
love over the past few years is being turned into a prison the new prime minister has set up a crack force of experts to manage
contain and use the cola resource in the best interests of decent hardworking british people and if necessary to shut it all down
permanently with all communication scrutinized dax s only option is to write to his spoilt little sister alice even she might notice
something is amiss if she reads his letters properly and alice for all her annoying shallowness does notice and what she does
about it is extraordinary but then she is the half sister of dax jones

Running the Risk: The Shapeshifter 2 2007-01-04
dax is starting to get used to his life as a shapeshifter at last he feels safe and secure surrounded by people he trusts and with
real friends who understand what he is going through but then everything changes and dax finds himself in danger beyond his
wildest dreams and just when he needs his best friend gideon to be there for him gideon s life changes too dramatically and
forever now dax feels more alone than ever because he can feel that something is very wrong but no one will take him seriously
no one else can see the danger that threatens to destroy them all

Stirring the Storm: The Shapeshifter 5 2008-01-03
in this exciting finale dax and his friends are moved to the country in a bid to keep their identities a secret but are the special
forces who are transporting them their allies or are the children of limitless ability being used as pawns in a much bigger scheme
once again it is dax who s at the centre of things it s him they want most of all but who are they and who s the brains behind this
master plan dax must save his friends from being sold as commodities to the highest bidder and in the process find out who his
mother really is and how he and his friends ended up with such amazing powers

Dowsing the Dead: The Shapeshifter 4 2007-08-02
the fantastic shapeshifter series continues with dax and his friends settling into their new secret hideaway in the lake district the
whole place has been fortified so that the children of limitless ability won t ever be under threat again after dodging death once
too often for his liking dax is looking forward to a quieter time building a treehouse in the grounds and shifting to a fox or a
falcon and exploring the countryside but all is not well in the spirit world strange messages are coming through and dax gideon
lisa and mia must once again join forces could the messages be coming from luke and catherine gideon s dead brother and
sister perhaps they re even still alive in which case they have to rescue luke from catherine s evil clutches but is dax really a
match for her

Finding the Fox: The Shapeshifter 1 2006-05-04
dax jones is an ordinary schoolboy until something extraordinary happens one day whilst frightened for his life he inexplicably
changes into a fox before long both a government agent and an ambitious young journalist are on his tail the agent tells him
that he is one of several children with special powers and he s been offered a place at a secret government school where he can
develop and learn to control these powers if dax accepts on no account can he tell anybody especially not the journalist dax
jumps at the chance of attending the boarding school his home life is unhappy and he would do anything to escape it and when
he gets to the school he is amazed to find himself amongst kids with all sorts of talents from the ability to levitate to the ability
to move things using only the mind dax immediately feels at home but first the journalist tracks him down and then he begins to
wonder who exactly is behind the school and what they want from the pupils there suddenly dax s fox senses are on high alert

Going to Ground: The Shapeshifter 3 2007-05-03
when dax receives an urgent call he knows he has to drop everything and race to the aid of his friends but that s not as easy as
it sounds strange things are happening unbelievable occurrences that seem to be following dax and his friends wherever they go
and that s not all that s after them government agents are stalking their every move tracking them down the very people who
are supposed to be protecting them seem to be the biggest threat who can they trust where should they run each of the friends
must call upon their special powers to try to outwit their pursuers but will these abilities spell the end for them all



Sparks Fly 2012-05-01
hell hath no fury like a ticked off dragon ysolde de bouchier has a lot on her plate which isn t unusual considering her light
dragon mate baltic is still at odds with just about everyone starting with his former guard thala and her outlaw posse right down
to his dragon god father ysolde herself fairs no better since the first dragon has her in his sights as well demanding that she right
past wrongs and her time to do that is quickly running out with the help of some familiar friends ysolde sets into motion an
elaborate plan that will have repercussions throughout the mortal and immortal worlds but when a member of her family is held
hostage no one is safe from the fire of her rage

Unleashed: Mind Over Matter 2013-01-03
a group of special teenagers each with an incredible power they live together and learn how to use their abilities protected from
those who wish to harm them now for one short week they are let out into the world with strict instructions that they must not
use their powers but good intentions are easy following them through is a different matter gideon and luke are spending some
quality family time playing at being normal teenagers for once they have no real reason to use their telekinetic powers in the
small seaside town and there are enough bodyguards around to keep them safe right wrong someone is stalking them a man
with the cool calm air of a brutal killer and gideon and luke are in his sights

The Shapeshifter's Secret 2023-02-02
like any sixteen year old julia s used to dealing with problems from her overprotective father to her absent mother to a teacher
who definitely has it in for her but everything changes when julia s reactions become oddly vicious and angry more animal than
human this action packed adventure has it all humor romance and a plot that will keep you guessing to the very last page

Shapeshifter 2010-04-01
this is the turbulent and heartbreaking story of sive a girl of the otherworld who must flee her world of plenty to live as a hunted
beast surviving hardship danger and crushing loneliness she finally finds refuge and unexpected joy with a mortal champion finn
mac cumhail the great hero of irish legend but sive s ordeal is far from over she has a gift the dark man craves and the smallest
misstep will give him his chance to snatch her away from all she holds dear set in the wild magical landscape of iron age ireland
shapeshifter is a tale of rapacious evil quiet courage and the healing power of love

The Shapeshifter: Running the Risk 2016-07-19
ordinary kids extraordinary powers amazing adventures dax is starting to get used to his life as a shapeshifter at last he feels
safe and secure surrounded by people he trusts and with real friends who understand what he is going through but then
everything changes and dax findshimself in danger beyond his wildest dreams and just when he needs his best friend gideon to
be there for him gideon s life changes too dramatically and forever now dax feels more alone than ever because he can feel that
something is very wrong but no one will take him seriously no one elsecan see the danger that threatens to destroy them all
with appeal for both boys and girls this is a fast paced action adventure about contemporary children with super powers told
with award winning ali sparkes s humour and lightness of touch perfect for fans of alex rider robert muchamore s cherub series
and young bond

Out of This World 2013-06-06
tyrone lewis is messing about in the woods trying to keep out of trouble when he stumbles upon something weird a glowing lump
of rock or metal or something whatever it is it gives him an amazing power which is cool at first until ty s new powers start
attracting attention and soon he s being followed by two sinister agents who seem intent on collecting him but ty has no
intention of letting that happen so now he s got to run

Sparks Fly 2012
perfect for fans of christine feehan s carpathian series and g a aiken s the blacksmith queen new york times bestselling author
kerrelyn sparks combines humor action and love in the electrifying new book in her thrilling fantasy series four sisters have
become queens rulers of all that aerthlan s two moons embrace the last sister will forge her own path signs and seals raised on
the magic seeped isle of moon maeve is used to unusual powers and the way they fuel the politics of her world but when she
discovers an ability to shape shift at will she knows who she wants to share it with first brody the enigmatic infuriating shifter



spy has always made time for maeve but it s been almost two months since she s seen him and though no one else believes
brody is in danger maeve is more than ready to rescue him herself the rumors brody s investigating are terrifying a secret army
of magic users in the service of the cruel circle of five but when he uncovers the identity of one of the five the mission becomes
personal cursed as a boy by the sea witch brody can spend only two hours a day in his human form a restriction that limits his
future and muzzles his heart plus maeve teases him for being such a pretty doggy instead of appreciating his manly charms to
win his freedom he must take on a terrible disguise and when maeve finds out she ll unleash a tempest like no other

The Siren and the Deep Blue Sea 2020-08-25
immerse yourself in usa today bestselling author rebecca rivard s world of dark shifters and treacherous fae a dark shifter lord a
dangerous fae queen a game of seduction that only one can win a sizzling enemies to lovers paranormal romance dion alpha of
a shapeshifting river fada clan is in a fight for his people s survival for years the local fae queen has ensnared his warriors and
drained their life energy now dion is determined to turn the tables on the treacherous queen cleia a centuries old fae with an
irresistible glamour can have any man she wants but the beautiful jaded queen wants something more and the river fada men
have it so when she meets the big untamed river alpha she sets out to seduce him even though something whispers this man is
dangerous that s just what dion is counting on a powerfully written paranormal romance with an alpha male who takes no
prisoners goodreads review download this intoxicating tale of seduction power and desire today seducing the sun fae is a
steamy standalone romance with an hea that begins the fada shapeshifter series if you crave dark shifters glittering fae and
emotionally charged storylines this series is for you keep reading for an excerpt the fada shapeshifters created during dionysus s
legendary bacchanals from a combination of fae human and animal genes they re dark ruthless untamed but when they love it s
forever best shapeshifter series paranormal romance guild reviewer s choice awards all of the fada shapeshifter stories are
standalone with a happily ever after but the people clans and stories interconnect excerpt cleia sighed and suddenly dion
understood what was wrong she didn t want harmless she wanted danger the lady was bored with men who danced to her tune
ah he d be happy to provide the queen with a little excitement he crouched on his haunches in front of her and put out his hand
give me your foot she hesitated and he waited unmoving in this dance she would learn that he was the leader she the follower
she slanted him a look from under her lashes and then setting her wine on the floor placed a slender foot in his palm it was clad
in a jewel encrusted sandal rubies emeralds diamonds the fae loved bright glittering things it was yet another weakness
something he could use against the shallow party girl queen right now she wasn t thinking about jewels though her gaze was all
for him her hands clenched on her lap but she held herself still waiting to see what he d do next keeping his eyes on hers he
undid the sandal strap and slid his finger under her arch tracing a slow path down the sensitive skin her breath hitched he
removed the sandal and pressed a kiss to her instep then placed her foot on the chair seat so that her knee was bent opening
her to him keep it there her throat worked but she obeyed he removed the other sandal and kissed that instep as well her breath
released in an audible whoosh his lips curved against her soft skin you like that their eyes met and he inhaled sharply deus her
irises were beautiful a tawny sun touched brown mm she murmured more their gazes locked but when he simply stared at her
unmoving she added please triumph streaked through him he d won she just didn t know it yet as you wish querida 2016 epic
awards finalist best fantasy paranormal romance keywords shifter alpha male fae queen fated mates mate bond happily ever
after alpha male romance book alpha male romance ebook alpha shapeshifter romance alpha shifter fated mates rebecca rivard
mates fated mates paranormal romance shifter fae romance book shifter fae romance series strangers to lovers instant
attraction heat level fated mates novel soul mates destined mates shifter romance ebook paranormal fiction series strong
heroine fae romance novel fae queen romance novel shifter mates fated mates enemies to lovers romance enemies to lovers
paranormal romance book sexy shifter book sexy paranormal romance book steamy paranormal romance novel steamy shifter
mates shapeshifter clan romance series urban fantasy sexy urban fantasy fantasy romance sexy fantasy romance unusual
shapeshifters band of brothers series latino hero paranormal romance latino hero romance treacherous fae encounters
captivating world building romantic suspense intense chemistry between characters hea happily ever after everlasting love and
bonds abduction seduction riveting paranormal romance series

Seducing the Sun Fae 2015-05-01
supernatural single seeks sexy she wolf to help him bear all is your new pack driving you a little crazy tired of all those wolves in
sheep s clothing let me be your fierce protector me a strong silent type who doesn t care much about the creature comforts you
sweet as honey no such thing as too big or too small you re just right let s take things slow i ll start as your bodyguard but
hopefully soon i ll shift into your mate you need a man who s born to be wild and i m ready to protect you from all the wolf pack
can throw in your direction don t be afraid of your animal side show me yours and i ll show you mine are you curious what else
midnight liaisons dating service has to offer read what our satisfied customers are saying about past romantic escapades



Desperately Seeking Shapeshifter 2012-10-30
steamy hot paranormal shifter romance collection 4 standalone books in one no cliffhanger guaranteed hea dragon fire since
gabriel s brother brent died he has become a man with nothing to live for and not a thing to lose a firefighter by trade he doesn t
care if he lives or dies if the sun doesn t come up in the morning so be it but being a firefighter and a dragon shifter is the
perfect combination and no matter how hard he tries he can t seem to push himself too far his life has swirled into a repetitive
cycle that he fears will go on forever until he happens to save a woman from a fire when she finds him at the fire house and asks
him out to dinner as a thanks he soon finds that both of them are in the mood for something other than food he decides to take
a risk and reveal to her what he truly is but he is afraid of how she will react will she run away screaming or will their fiery
passion overcome mated by the vampires danielle loves to party her weekends are full of booze and drugs and lust and that s
just the way she likes it well most of the time there are times when she wants more when she looks inside herself and finds
nothing but an empty void waiting to be filled she needs excitement something new to drag her from this endless cycle and that
s exactly what she finds in damien he s something other than human and she stumbles across him late one night at a club he
gives her a high better than anything she s ever experienced before with just his lips pressed against her neck he introduces her
to his roommate christopher and things get even better and more intoxicating suddenly she s delving into a world she s never
known before a world she wants nothing more than to be a part of the world of vampires dragon mate kent is a firefighter and a
dragon two things that don t go together but it works for him he pulls melanie out of the fire when she stops breathing he
revives her with his kiss only his kiss that means she s his mate will the realistic and pragmatic technical writer ever believe in
love at first sight kent has a big job ahead of him convincing melanie that not only were they made for each but that he s a part
time dragon an uphill battle that kent is willing to take on because the alternative is that he ll live his life alone not wanting that
he does his best to convince melanie that they were truly meant for each other not just a passing fling heart of the dragons
chloe was under a lot of pressure work seemed to press in on all sides and she had a lot on her mind not to mention she could
never get enough sleep thanks to those dreams two pairs of blue and amber eyes waited for her every night she definitely
needed a vacation her boss couldn t have offered her the two weeks at a more perfect time and she couldn t get to her dad s
cabin in the woods fast enough it would be a much needed reprise from her life in seattle only when she arrives at the cabin she
soon meets an unforgettable pair of men though from their familiar blue and amber colored gazes she can t help but think that
she s being reacquainted luca and alex connect with chloe in ways she did not see coming and couldn t help could she come to
terms with the strange dynamic she found herself in did her heart really give her a choice

We Are Shifters 2019-08-25
new york times bestselling author kerrelyn sparks pens the next installment in her witty love at stake series featuring a band of
vampires and shape shifters and those who dare to defy them or desire them in wild about you a warrior on a mission of revenge
encounters the woman who may just be the key to his survival too bad the beauty who could save him is also the last woman he
should fall in love with if you love paranormal romances by lynsay sands katie macalister and mary janice davidson you ll love
kerrelyn sparks

Wild About You 2012-11-27
paranormal romance story with native american legend isabelle is a solitary parisian who moves to canada to work achak is a
native american belonging to ottawas tribe she s afraid of him he s irremediably attracted to her their meeting will make sparks
fly especially since his tribe s got an extraordinary power if you love sexy love stories and metamorphs this is the book for you
translator danilo persico publisher tektime

My ottawa lynx 2020-05-05
originally published oxford oxford university press 2009

Frozen in Time 2011-05-24
new york times bestselling author kerrelyn sparks delivers the exciting conclusion in the love at stake series where a marine
turned vampire finds love with the shifter princess forbidden to him russell wakes from a coma to find he s become a vampire
now he has a thirst for revenge determined to hunt down the master vampire who turned him he s used to working alone until
he meets jia she is after the same vampire for murdering her parents and insists she can help russell on this mission reluctantly
he agrees and sets up some ground rules rule 1 their partnership is strictly business if he holds her a little too close if she looks
at him with those exotic eyes well that has to stop rule 2 he s in charge jia isn t used to taking orders and questions every move
he makes so he stops her the only way he knows how rule 3 don t fall in love but the kiss that was supposed to quiet her



awakens something else in him something forbidden because jia is engaged to someone else

Crouching Tiger, Forbidden Vampire 2014-12-30
brimming with humor romance and magic the delightful new novel in new york times and usa today bestselling author kerrelyn
sparks s embraced by magic series which kirkus reviews calls an adventurous fantasy romp is perfect for readers of g a aiken
and lynsay sands princess lenushka of norveshka prides herself on her courage she s faced down the doubters who think a
woman dragon shifter is worth less than a man she will marry to secure the support of her nobles and ensure she ll hold the
norveshki throne a battle hardened soldier she s prepared to destroy the brotherhood of the sun who threaten all aerthlan but
she can barely look at bran morris the raven his dark brooding beauty is off limits for a princess who must wed for advantage
and he has far too many secrets of his own for lennie to trust him with hers bran s quest is for vengeance against the
brotherhood monsters who killed his brother and abused his sisters he can t dream about the sharp eyed woman warrior whose
memory haunts him not even when she appears to rescue him from an unknown dragon shifter but when lennie and bran
discover they re aerthlan s last defense against a powerful murderous mastermind they can no longer afford to deceive each
other or themselves and when a dragon s passion is freed anything is possible praise for how to love your elf satisfying
chemistry a playful sense of adventure and the threat of more danger to come keep the pages turning readers will revel in this
fun fast paced fantasy romance publishers weekly an adventurous fantasy romp kirkus reviews aninspiringly positive fantasy
romance a promising start to sparks new series bookpage

When a Dragon Falls 2023-10-24
new york times bestselling author kerrelyn sparks is back with eat prey love another sensational installment in her witty and
wonderful love at stake paranormal romance series in this simply fabulous tale of love and desire vampires and shapeshifters
the sexy daughter of a vampire hunting cia agent finds untamed passion in a world she never knew existed lynsay sands author
of the wildly popular romances featuring the argeneau vampire family calls kerrelyn sparks an absolute delight and eat prey love
will have fans of charlaine harris and katie macalister howling with joy

Eat Prey Love 2010-09-28
the final book in the mind blowing unleashed series when mia washes up on a remote beach barely alive and suffering from
amnesia there s only one thing she knows for certain everyone she loves is dead sheltered by a tiny irish community her healing
warmth brings joy and relief to strangers but her returning memory tells a different story of terrible things she s done all she
wants is to disappear for ever but the truth is catching up with her a shadowy presence is messing with her mind enemies are
closing in she can t stay hidden for long

Sea Dragon's Hunger 2018
a secret baby a dad who craves a second chance and the powerful fae who s after them both four years ago irish shifter cassidy
o byrne fell hard for a sexy latino from the rock run clan nic was dark brooding and irresistible but nic was keeping a secret and
in the end he left unknowingly leaving her expecting their baby an orphan herself cassidy loves her three year old daughter with
everything she has but nic s secret makes the little girl invaluable to the fae when a powerful fae comes for her daughter cassidy
takes her and runs to the only man who might be able to save them nic never expected to see cassidy again but now that she s
come to him he ll do anything to keep her and his daughter he just has to convince cassidy to give him a second chance and
keep his newfound family safe from the fae

Unleashed: The Burning Beach 2014-01-02
eight simple rules for dating a dragon deeply satisfying delightfully swoon inducing publishers weekly on kerrelyn sparks s love
at stake series truth or dare gwennore is an elf able to track down the cause of a certain illness and heal it a valuable asset to
her people but when she is thrust into the realm of the dragons she discovers a haunted place of power passion and magic one
that is plagued by an ancient curse when she meets the smoldering general silas dravenko gwen knows she s entered a whole
new world of trouble she s been raised never to trust a dragon so why does making a deal with the devil feel so good silas has no
way of saving the royal family he s served for years but when a beautiful innocent elf comes bursting into his world silas is
awakened to desire in a way he s never felt before but how can he trust a sworn enemy and how can he live without her in eight
simple rules for dating a dragon by new york times bestselling author kerrelyn sparks



Shapeshifter 1992
includes bonus novella shadowfalls spinecaster

Sea Dragon's Hunger 2018-03-27
aerthlan s five embraced queens have reigned for twenty years in peace secured by the power of their magic but now a new and
insidious threat has appeared to test a new generation desire and deception all princess eviana needs is an escape possessed of
an unfortunate and unusual embraced gift which she s been banned from using she required no training now her overprotective
parents want her to wed as a result the palace is crammed with obnoxious noblemen until quentin the enigmatic eagle shifter
and royal spy maneuvers several of the unsuitable suitors into revealing their most embarrassing secrets before the court finally
eviana has an excuse to free herself if only her family knew the blow that s shaken her golden eyed quentin s refusal to let her
near heroic but low born quentin s infatuation with eviana is as inappropriate as it is unshakable he must keep away from her for
his own sake but after a series of suspicious deaths and the princess s narrow escape from kidnapping quentin knows that only
together can they expose the danger stalking aerthlan s embraced on foot in disguise they ll need trust and quick wits to
uncover the vicious conspiracy closing around them but finding the truth might break down their own defenses as well praise for
how to love your elf satisfying chemistry a playful sense of adventure and the threat of more danger to come keep the pages
turning readers will revel in this fun fast paced fantasy romance publishers weekly an adventurous fantasy romp kirkus reviews
aninspiringly positive fantasy romance a promising start to sparks new series bookpage

Eight Simple Rules for Dating a Dragon 2018-03-27
to atone for the misdeed of an ancestor teen aged syanthe a shape shifter journeys outside the safety of the forest where she
has always lived to learn the secret of the evil king s magic

Shadow of the Shapeshifter 2022-03
jules et léo acceptent que petty potts leur voisine loufoque et scientifique les dépose en voiture à l école mais à la suite d une
fâcheuse confusion entre les boissons de leur déjeuner et le fameux spray switch les jumeaux se retrouvent soudain avec cinq
yeux des oreilles sur le ventre et l étrange capacité de vomir une substance brune et gluante les deux garçons doivent vite
retrouver leur forme humaine avant que quelqu un ne remarque leur absence en classe mais l école est le cadet de leurs soucis
avec une sauterelle qui mâchonne tout ce qui bouge en toute impunité ils sont juste à une antenne des ennuis

When a Princess Proposes 2022-04-26
mark wiseman thought he had his curse under control he thought he d kept it secret he was wrong bernard roberts is a wealthy
influential man and he knows all about the curse that runs through mark s veins he knows how mark s parents were killed eight
years ago if mark wants bernard to keep this knowledge to himself he ll have to do what bernard wants he ll have to use his
curse to kill but if mark wiseman begins to lose control of the curse he will lose everything he has his life and freedom and the
woman he loves

The Shapeshifter's Quest 2005
the curses are getting worse molly and the team need to find the promise keeper who controls all curses and discover what s
wrong with him before the world of curses spins out of control

Switch, tome 3/ Danger Mutation Immédiate 2011-05-12

Shapeshifter 2012-08-01

Shakti Shapeshifter 2015-04-01
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